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Semantic relations have many applications in ontology construction and knowledge discovery, but are 
rarely studied.  This paper characterizes the Ontobee relations ontology in the biomedical science 
domain with comparisons to the Conflict and Mediation Event Observation (CAMEO) relations 
taxonomy and the UMLS semantic network relations. The findings can be used to understand and 
build domain-specific semantic relations taxonomies for codifying domain knowledge. 

 
1. Introduction 

 

Semantic relations between entities are expressed using verb phrases. People in a particular 
domain study topics in the domain and their relations.  Consequently, there are domain-
specific entity ontologies (such as the ASIS&T Thesaurus) and domain-specific semantic 
relations taxonomies (such as the UMLS semantic relations). Semantic relations 
taxonomies are much less frequently studied than entity ontologies.  The goal of this 
research is to characterize a semantic relation taxonomy – the Ontobee Relations Ontology 
(OBO 2002) with comparisons to the UMLS relations (NLM 2016) and the Conflict and 
Mediation Event Observation (CAMEO) relations taxonomy in the foreign policy domain 
(Schrodt et al, 2008).  The findings may be useful in understanding and building semantic 
relations taxonomies for codifying domain knowledge.  The work will be presented as a 
poster at the meeting. 
 

2. Significance of the Study 
 

Semantic relations are useful in information retrieval, question answering, ontology 
construction, knowledge discovery, and linked data applications.  Bertaud et al. (2007) 
found that using verbs (i.e., to show, to confirm) in MEDLINE queries can improve 
information retrieval effectiveness.  Wang et al. (1985) proved semantic relations valuable 
in question-answering. Semantic relations are useful to linked data applications since they 
use the Resource Description Framework (RDF) to specify relations between Web 
resources. Semantic relations also facilitate knowledge discovery through inference.  
Swanson and Smalheiser (1999) discovered many implicit relationships within the 
biomedical literature.  For example, if one paper reports that substance A causes disease B 
and another reports that disease B may result in disease C, then it can be inferred that 
substance A might result in disease C.  A semantic relations taxonomy may support 
inference of relations between entities through specified patterns of relation chains. 
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3. Brief Literature Review 

Levin’s (1993) verb classes and FrameNet’s frames (Baker et al. 1990) are two 
comprehensive verb classification schemes. The grouping of Levin’s 193 verb classes is 
based on argument syntax whereas the grouping of FrameNet’s 230 semantic frames is 
based on lexical semantics, therefore FrameNet is more useful to this study. Green 
(1996) developed an inventory of 28 general relational structures after investigating 
1,250+ verbs. In addition to the studies of general semantic relations, there are verb lists 
in specific domains.  The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Semantic Network 
defines 54 medical semantic relations. The Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology 
(OBO) Foundry provides an Ontobee relation ontology, which is a list of 385 verbs in the 
biological and biomedical science domain.  The international relations community has 
created a CAMEO relations taxonomy, which has 2,168 verbs in 20 categories. 

 
4. Methodology 

The Ontobee relations ontology (abbreviated as Ontobee) is analyzed with comparisons 
to the CAMEO relations taxonomy (abbreviated as CAMEO) and the UMLS relations 
(abbreviated as UMLS), with an aim to find its characteristics. 

 
5. Findings 

 
5.1. Domain-Specific Terms and Ontology-Specific Terms 

Ontobee has some terms that are specific to the biomedical domain (e.g., 
developmentally related to). They appear in both Ontobee and UMLS, but do not appear 
in CAMEO.  Ontobee has some terms that are specific to this ontology (e.g., in neutral 
circuit with). They do not appear in UMLS and CAMEO.  Domain-specific terms may be 
shared with other ontologies in the same domain. Ontology-specific terms characterize 
the specialty of this ontology. 

 
5.2. Unbalanced Depth of Hierarchy 

Whereas CAMEO and UMLS are shallow taxonomies with only one or two levels of 
hierarchy, Ontobee has unbalanced depth of hierarchy from one to nine levels.  The 
following is an example of a category with eight levels of hierarchy in Ontobee. 
      Mereotopologically related to 
          Overlaps 
              Has part 
                  Has component 
                      Has component process 
                           Has component activity 
                               Has regulatory component activity 
                                   Has negative (or positive) regulatory component activity   
 
5.3. Unstraightforward Hierarchical Relationship 
 
The hierarchical relationship between two relation terms may not be straightforward.  In the 
example above, “has part’ is a broader term than “has component,” but they look more like 
synonyms.  In extreme cases, two terms in a hierarchical relationship may look unrelated.  For 
example, the following four verb phrases are in a progressively hierarchical relationship: depends 
on inheres in part of  inheres in  is function of.  The hierarchical relationship between 
“inheres in” and “is function of” is not straightforward, and the hierarchical relationship between 
“depends on” and “is function of” is obscure. 
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5.4. Variable Depth of Hierarchy and Granularity of Terms 

 
A subcategory of terms may be classified into multiple categories at the same or different depth of 
hierarchy. For example, “capable of part of” is at the second level of the subcategory “functionally 
related to  capable of part of,” and is also at the fifth level of the subcategory “related via 
dependence to  causally related to  causal relation between material entity and a process 
causal agent in  capable of part of.” Therefore, the granularity of the term “capable of part of” 
is variable. 
 
5.5. Context-Specific Membership of Narrower Terms of a Subcategory 
 
When a subcategory is classified into multiple categories, its members (or narrower 
terms) may be classified into those categories entirely or partially, or may not appear at 
all. For example, “biotically interacts with” and its narrower terms from the third to eight 
level of hierarchy are categorized entirely into the categories of “ecologically related to” 
and “interacts with.”  For another example, “activity directly regulates activity of” is at 
the fifth level of the hierarchy: “related via dependence to … activity directly 
regulates activity of  activity directly negatively regulates activity of …,” but its 
members do not appear in the hierarchy of “interacts with …  activity directly 
regulates activity of.” This indicates that the membership of narrower terms of a 
subcategory is contextual. A family of hierarchical terms may not be migrated across 
categories freely. 

 
6. Conclusion and Implications 

Domain-specific relations taxonomies (such as the Ontobee relation ontology) have 
domain-specific terms and ontology-specific terms. Very specific relation terms may be 
used to define fine-grained relations between entities.  The hierarchical relationship 
between terms may not be straightforward. The depth of a term in a hierarchy can be easily 
varied.  Whether the members of a subcategory belong to another category depends on the 
context and is not universal.  These findings imply that we need domain knowledge to 
define domain-specific, fine-grained relation terms to express the relations between entities 
in a domain, and the hierarchical relationship between relation terms may be defined 
contextually, flexibly, and some-how, artificially when we build ontologies to codify 
domain knowledge.
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